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Press coverage for the JDRF Children's Congress 2001 was very extensive as shown in the media
"hits," which include newspaper, magazine, and internet articles as well as television and radio
broadcasts. Mary Tyler Moore's appearances on Good Morning America, Larry King Live ,

MSNBC Morning Line and The Rosie O'Donnell Show, as well as her testimony (and the
testimonies of Kevin Kline, Jonathan Lipnicki, and the five delegates) were critical. Media
Relations generated 666 national and local television hits on news and other programs from June
24 to 27 alone, compared to 220 such hits for a three-day period in 1999. Regarding newspaper
and magazine coverage, the story of Children's Congress 2001 reached more than 31 million
readers throughout the country -and many more millions via 138 media web sites.

In this report, we separated the coverage of national and local media hits to show how important
Chapter participation is to the media program. National coverage generated included 667
television, 69 print (i.e. newspaper and magazine),7 wire service, 58 radio and284 web site hits

- a total of 1,085 national media hits. Local coverage generated in conjunction with Chapters
included 179 television,3iT print,47 radio and 104 web site hits - a total of 697 hits, which
included news stories secured for local delegates before, during and after Children's Congress.
The grand total (1,085 national plus 697 local) was 1,782 hits.

Key to the media success was early media notification, repeated follow-up, delegate and celebrity
interviews arranged in advance, on-the-spot delegate interviews, extensive media follow-up after
the event and thorough Chapter training and participation. We again conducted Chapter training
via conference calls, helped to recruit and train media volunteers locally, designed an extensive
"swiss cheese" (ready-to-use template) media program for Chapters and regularly followed up
with each Chapter prior to the event. Press attendance, particularly at the song performance on
Capitol steps and at the Senate hearing (covered by CSPAN), was outstanding. CtrD/ Headline
.lfews and Good Morning America provided the most extensive live coverage of the entire
Children's Congress.

The Children's Congress also sparked a significant increase in calls to the JDRF 800 number
from people eager to get involved with Children's Congress and their local Chapters. There also
were increased visits to the JDRF web site.

Please find here a detailed listing and clippings representing all media coverage to date.


